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HOME AND BUSINESS SOFTWARE

HOME AND BUSINESS SOFTWARE

PERSONAL ACCOUNTANT
A very powerful, but easy to use
Sisple accounting program for household or
business use. This program uses a tiae
honored accounting practice
known
as
"Double Posting
Bookeeping”
and
can
quickly organize
all
your
financial
information. Open as aany accounts as you
need, balance your checkbook instantly,
track loans,
charge
card
purchases,
expenses
and
IRA's.
Trial
balance
features reports
ranging
froa
trial
balances to profit/loss,
expense
vs.
incoae and assets over liabilities.
An
amortization table can calculate payaents
and changing rates, future values and
growth tables. All this, and a built in
separate database programa to keep naaes,
addresses, and other vital data at your
fingertips.
Nothing to semorize,
the
screens guide you all the way!
Itea # Lame /OD
$11.95

THE WORX
The Worx is a complete suite
of
personal organization prograas which vill
help you sake the most efficient use of
your tise and thoughts.
A unique phone
book, programmable calculator, Decision
factoring, real tise clock, Biorythas,
Prepetual Calander, International
time
zones, and a superb @anual.
Both 152068
and Spectrua versions on one cassette.
Ites # 1213
$19.95

OMNICALC2 (Spreadsheet)
The unsurpassed
all
around
best
spreadsheet program for the 752068.
This
program uses all the 2068's aath functions
to aake it easy to design a sophisticated
spreadsheet (much better than using a
coluanar pad'). The actual size of the
spreadsheet can be as large as 99 coluans
across and 250 rows deep! Qutput can be
sent to the 192040 printer (not included)
or to a full sized printer if you have
one. Use this prograa for everything froa
cash flow forcasting to concrete stress
analysis; froma sales tax reconciliations
to golf handicapping;
from business to
nousehold budgets...0MNICALC2 opens the
door for you to these and hundreds of
other uses.
This type of programs is
becoming very popular for home uses!
[tea # 1133
$19,95

WE ACCEPT VISA AND MASTERCARD

PIXEL PRINT Desktop Publisher
Finally you can design and print your
own customized Newsletters!'...and other
docugents using a wide variety of font
styles and sizes, pictures, graphics, and
layouts. A very versitile, well developed
Desktop Publisher for your 2068.
Prints
out to your full size dot aatrix printer
(must be Epson compatable such as our
Panasonic line of printers).
Item # 1193
$19.95

PIXEL PRINT ICON PACKAGE
For use with the above, this utility
package contains 3 prograas
and
102
Desktop clip art ICONS. You can use any
of thea in your publishing, enlarge thea,
design your own graphic icons and save
thea for later use, or modify any/all of
the 102 already provided!
[tea # 1121
$19.95
THE BUDGETER
Budgeter tracks actual vs. budgeted
expenditures and computes the difference.
Up to 50 categories of expenses can be
recorded..for a full year’s budget.
Bar
graph shows how well you're doing.
2040
Printer
capability
and
geographical
analysis aake this program an asset to
your household.
Available
on
either
cassette or plug-in cartridge.

[tea # 132@cassette version

$9.95

Item # 1321 cartridge vers.

$10.95

- THINK-TANK ADVENTURE GAMES
(for the intellectual

folks)

VELNOR’S LAIR
Lose yourself in the Goblin labyrinth,
asoung Demons, Trolls, the Undead, and the
Evil Wizard Velnor, and Medusa (reseaber
the TV episode... do you remember how to
A
take care of WNedusa?), and others.
Warriors and Wizard, Swords and Sorcery
Adventure that will give you hours of fun
while picking your brain for solutions. A
cheat sheet (if you need it) is provided
with one of the solutions.
Item # 1079
$9.95
SMUGGLERS COVE
A pirates adventure with text and high
resolution graphics. This game features
twenty-seven locations, sixty-five objects
_ and three levels of escape. The object is
to escape from the cove with the smaxiaua
points using
the best
route
while
overcoming the pirates and sea monsters
(asoung other things).
Itea # 1041
$9.95
QUETZALCOATL (quit-sel-co-at-el)
A great adventure game with excellant
graphics. You're trapped in aultilevel
ancient AZTEC Temple and you can only
escape through the passage (if you can
find it) but take too long to get out and
you risk the vengence of the Gods therein.
The best of both worlds -Graphics and
Plot, aake Quetzalcoat] a sure hit to all
family meabers... You'll enjoy it time and
tige again.
$9.95
Iter # 1088

3-D STRATEGY
You thought tic-tac-toe was easy ...
now try it in three dimensions!
Playing
tic-tac-toe in a cube is very challenging
and will provide you with hours of fun.
Good graphics and rotating capabilities do
help you to beat the computer...but it’s
not at all easy!!!
$9.95
Itea # 1042

THINK-TANK & EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE
CHESSPLAYER
Can you beat this
talking
chess
fanatic...on all six levels of play? It's
very doubtful, but give it a try!
Plays
chess according to Chess Federation rules,
and will give you a good game.
Change
sides if you like -right in the siddle of
a gase' Can print out the board and/or
just the aoves aade to a 2040 printer.
Set up and analyze board postions, sany
more features.
$9.99
Iter # 1040

MINED OUT
Two beautiful
girls
somehow
got
theaselves trapped in the siddle of a sine
field (how that happened I don’t know),
but now it’s up to you to get to thea, and
lead them out (you'll love the gratitude
they’ll show you if you succeed).
But,
wait, it’s not over yet (but you'll wish
it was')... now you've got to get thes
hoae...and sore problems come into play..
like a bridge that has some real bad
sections (they
seem
to occasionally
disappear'). Don’t worry, the girls vill
follow you whereever you go. But can you
do it! GET YOUR COPY NOW!
Iten # 1072
$9.95
XADOM (say-dua)
An arcade quality adventure game, but
requires much thought, and maybe even
draving a “map" and aking notes about
different avenues of trial and error.
Fantastic high resolution 3-D graphics &
uses
keyboard
controls
for
moving
characters. Multiple loading of different

sections.

On screen features

include

an

inventory, score, power guage, interactive
sword fights as well as traps, treasures,
monsters and wizards!
Choose your own
level of difficulity and speed!
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STARFIRE
A gage of strategy and skill. You are
the Commander of the only remaining EARTH
SPACE AGENCY ship in the entire galaxy.
The rest of your fleet has been wiped out
by a powerful alien force, leaving you to
favigate the entire galaxy and destroy the
alien fighters SINGLE HANDED! Ten levels
of play.
Itea $ 1085
$9.95
GHOST TOWN
An excellant adventure game that takes
you back to the old West. The object is
to find Old Jakes Mine and get the hidden
gold that Jake hoarded for so aany years.
Then of course, find your way back to the
town (where you started).
Before you
leave the town, you'll need
to get

"certain items® to help you to survive in
the fearsome desert. A knowledge of vhat
| you'll need is helpful!

Sea # 1083

Lots of fun here.

$9.95

| HE ISLAND

|

Ever thought of trying to find burried

SOFTWARE for the GAMBLER IN YOU
THE HANDICAPPERS (back by popular deaand)
Use your
2068
to iaprove
your
performance at the track!
These fine
prograas
for
THOROUGHBREDS,
HARNESS
HORSES, and GREYHOUNDS, combine the power
of your computer with the savvy of a
veteran handicapper. Spend a few minutes
entering data, and THE HANDICAPPER vill
rank the horses or the dogs in each race,
All the inforaation is readily available
froma the Racing foras provided at the
tracks. A diagram is even provided to
show you where to look on the racing foras
to get the information you'll need.
Horse racing factors include speed, class,
past performance, post position, stretch
gain, beaten favorite, jockey or drivers
records, weight (for thoroughbreds) and
parked
out
signs
(for
trotters).
Greyhound factors include speed,
past
performance, class, favorite box, kennel
record, breaking tendencies, and beaten
favorite.
Complete
instructions
and
wagering guide are included!
THE SAME

treasure on an Island?
Give it a try
(aore likely aany tries).
You've just
received word that there is
treasure PROGRAM (I KNOW- I CONVERTED IT!) FOR IBM
COMPATABLES SELLS FOR THREE TIMES AS NUCH!
burried on an Island in the complex of
[tea BLLLL HARNESS HANDICAPPER
$16.95
Islands that surround your hose.
Your
Item
#1112 GREYHOUND HANDICAPPER
$16.95
task is threefold:
Find the
Island,
[tea $1113 THOROUGHBRED HANDICAPPER $16.95
Locate the treasure, and return hose to
Item #1113.3 (all three above)
$39.95
your own island.
(Boat provided...but

watch

out

for rocks!),

Some

_ graphics but logic is more iaportant

soving

here

than dexterity.
Very challenging
but
you'll need pad and pencel (maps y'know).

[tea # 1087

$9.95

LOST
You're hopelessly lost in a clearing
surrounded by a forest and aountains vith
only five days supply of food and water (&
winters just around the corner).
Using
your wits,
aclub or a stone, can you
fight to survive, and fight the eleaents
you'll] be confronted with,
to
reach
safety? A great graphics adventure,
Ttem @ {ORK

$9.95

THE DEALERS DEN
If you love to play Poker this progras
is definately for you! Now you can play
Draw Poker just like the ones you've seen
at the local arcades and night clubs. You
can also play four hands of Draw Poker

against the

graphics
anyone
Cassette
and DRAW

Dealers’

one

hand.

Great

ake this package a aust for
that likes to play the
game.
has two programs.
DEALERS DEN
POKER,

Itea # 2003

$16.95

BAGS

DIMMVLATER

SOFTWARE for the GAMBLER IN YOU

SIMULATOR SOFTWARE

LOTTO U.S.A
It's easy to play
Gail
Howards’
acclaiaed Percentage and Wheeling Systes
to give you better odds playing
the
lottery! Now with LOTTO U.S.A., you can
gain a FIVE-HUNDRED PERCENT WINNING EDGE,
using the sage systea that was used by Tos
Mayer and the Diehards that helped thee
win biggest jackpot in the New York State
There are a total of seven
Lotto40!'
complete wheeling systeas in the 2069
version, and you can choose to play based
aust
you
upon historical data (that
enter), or get random picks... just the
best random pick routine ever used in any
version of this program.
Does not use
RND, but rather siaulates putting a nusber
of earked (nuebered) marbles in a hat, and
then having you pick one or ore out of
the hat (while the aarbles are continously
being mixed).
Then use your
choosen

TOMAHAWK
Yes, it's true, Hughes Licceatt Corp.
had to approve this prograe for accuracy
prior to its release'
TOMAHAWK is as
close as you'll get to flying and/or
owning an APACHE AH64 ADVANCED ATTACK
HELICOPTER! It's the aeanest, deadliest
combat helicopter ever to rule the skies!
Designed to fight and survive, it's nov
available to you under your command. Test
your skills in this avesoge machine. It's
al] here, Doppler navigation and target
tracking systea (TADS), ground attack and
air-to-air interception, and selection of
training and
combat
missions.
Full
compliment of weapons systems... Laser
guided sissiles (the infamous HELLFIRES),
30a cannon, and 70mm rockets.
Keyboard
and dual joystick controls. Fly yourself
to victory frow TRAINEE to ACE.
Itea # 1039
$16.95

nuabers in one of the seven wheels.
you can check for
historical
data!

Later

update
and
wins,
Two
versions § are

FIGHTER PILOT
Another great sigulator from Digital
available for you.
A compiled (FAST)
Integration. Real-tiae flight sisulation
version, and a BASIC listable version that
based upon the F15 Eagle, USAF air superoperates coapletely (however very slowly).
iority
jet
fighter.
This
suprese
Output to a 2040 printer is provided.
Simulation offers many of the features
Separate
Driven.
Menu
Completely
found on eodera flight siaulators
to
The include a 3D view from the cockpit, fully
version.
documentation for each
docuaentation of the BASIC version is. arobatic performance,
air-to-air combat,
complete with author notes on variable use
crosswinds, turbulance, and blind landing.
within the prograa.
Training aodes for each option and a pilot
Itee # 1300 COMPILED VERSION $19.95
Skill rating for the varying difficulty
Item # 1301 BASIC VERSION
$24.95
levels are available.
Itea # 1089
$16.95
CASINO 1
High roller Casino action games lets
you play "21", "Craps", or the "Slots".
An initial betting stake gives you the
change to “break the bank” or “lose your
It's
shirt" in this fast action programs.
Try
a 600) BET you'll enjoy this one.
your luck before going to the parlors:
$9.95
Itea # 1022
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HARDWARE ITEMS FOR YOUR 2068

HARDWARE ITEMS FOR YOUR 2068

ROMSWITCH IT
Why limit yourself to TS2068 specific
software when you can have a world of
virtually HUNDREDS of programs available
to you! You can run practically all of the
excellant and quite advanced British 7X
SPECTRUM cassette programas with ROMSWITCH
I] '! Switch between Spectrum or 152068
ROMS which, by the way
are
updated
versions- eliminating most of the old

152040 PRINTER
Do you remeber when this sold for
$119.95? This comes ready to use... just
plug it in ' Thru ported so you can add on
other expansions devices. Coaes with it’s
own power supply and 1 roll of paper.
[teat 1033
$49.95

bugs.

Itea# 1215

152040 PRINTER PAPER
& rolls---each is 4.3 inches vide by 92
Hh long.... lots of paper!!!

teat 1034. SEC
/AL. #/B9F

$39.95

GAMES MATE JOYSTICK INTERFACE
Plug this into your 2068 cartridge port
and now you've got joystick control vhen
in the Spectrum aode running aost Spectrua
softvare! (Joystick required).
Emulates
the Keapston Joystick option that
is
standard in sost UK Spectrua Prograas.
ites # 1216
|
$15.95

JOYSTICK
Compatible with your 2068 as vell as the
Atari and Comacdore. These are by far the
best joysticks available'! Accurate, fast
and responsive aakes playing or working
with software enjoyable.
[teat 1092
$9.95

AERCO C/P PRINTER INTERFACE
This centronics parallel
interface
allows you to connect a full size printer
to you 2068. We recommend using an Epson
This dual R5232 serial heatha
compatible printer like the Panasonic line
sad to) =©6comaunicate = vith
ss peeial
we sell.
Printer driver software
is
devices such aS serial printers and acdeas
included that supports LLIST, LPRINT, and
as well as other computers. It’s a dual
COPY. § Many
programs
are
directly
channel board so it can communicate vith
compatible with this driver, or can easily
two separate devices at two independent
be modified for this use.
Cable
is
baud rates!
Plugs directly into
the
included, siaply plug in and go!
expansion slot of the 2068 and has a_ feed
Item # 1032
$54.95

<b OWL L VW.
7
29232. INTERFACE
$A,
“vy

thru connector.

a

a

PANASONIC 10801 MKIT “2 iA

a

eeoees Same aS the old 1080i however,
they'v
e ade it faster, l4Scps,
WINKY BOARD
NLQ,
switch
selectable print types, self inking
Tired of persistent LOADING AND SAVING
ribbon cartridge, High Res graphics, and
| PROBLEMS? Winky board coaes
to your
is
compatible with virtullay all computers
rescue! Solves aost loading
troubles,
aade
today. This full size phos Fay this
duplicates low voluae tapes & does direct
HOT
NEW
SPEED is only. &
copies’(2 recorders required).
=
[teat
ie
er Ao Te i
[teat 1061
$19.95
| sane
PANASONIC RIBBON CARTRIDGES
AIRE

FRI
LU

Cin Bar
Sciia

DEAT

Si TE A SCEQEVPEO

LAK
DIVE

-TOLCe

FQ

Itea# 1163

ESAECI TL:

elapf

Lenn

$11.95
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HOME AND BUSINESS SOFTWARE

DRAWING AND PAINTING SOFTWARE

MSCRIPT Wordprocessor
N
The gost advanced
word
processor
available for the 2068, and it supports
full size printers (if you have one).
MSCRIPT uses the 2068's 64 COLUMN MODE'..
Other features include full control of
text width and margins, page headers,
footers, and nuabering, auto-clearing of
text, full use of all your
printers
special
features
from
within — your
docuaents, auto word-wrap, justification,
block soves, copy and delete functions,
and find and replace any text strings.
Wordprocessors of this quality for other
computers cost several tiaes what your low
cost of this one is. This prograa in fact
originally sold for $70.00 even for the
152068! NOW YOU CAN OWN IT FOR....
Item # 1144
$24.95 !!!

TECH DRAW JR
Draw and paint your designs on screen
using the {6 brushes and 35 shades and

PROFILE 2068
Best selling, most powerful and best
docusented DATABASE program ever designed
for the 152068!
Professionally vritten
and easy to use. Probably one of the aost
useful (and most used) programs used for
the home or business. Now you can keep
tack of everything, and search for it
later
for
quick
recall. | Household
inventory
(for
insurance
purposes),
Addresses, birthdates, and just
about
anything you want to keep track of is
Siaple and quick with Pro-File
2068.
Order Now
Item # 1048
$29.95
ARTWORK
Unshackle your creativity vith this
progrags. Powerful features at your command
are: Pull-down menus, several brushes,
Auto-fill, Zooa, Undo, Many fonts, Cut and
Paste, Windows, Magnify & Reduce, Rotate &
Mirror, Full Attribute Control,
fully
Plastic shapes- includes: circle,
box
triangle, ray, and line. Fast Ellipse and
arc. Plus Gallary the slide show/anigator,
J saaples of artworx.
Itea# 1210
$19.95

patterns
provided
in
the
progran.
Resolution to one pixel. On screen and
pull down menus make this program siaple
to use and state of the art . Dray
commands include Circle,
Line,
Fixed
Vertical or Horizontal, Fill, Undo and
Text. Text Mode features a selection of
font styles and sizes, full screen editins
and character or bit level positioning.
[teat 1105
$19.95

PC DRAW
Now a Printed circuit Board Desinger
program for the 2068. PC DRAW was designed
to aid in the production of
oprintes
circult boards. Under joystick control,
this machine code program generates PC
artwork and transaits it to an Epson RX,
RX100, or compatible printer through your
AERCO, TASMAN, AkJ or OLIGER centronics
parallel interface. An absolute aust for
anyone that desires to produce caaer
ready art.
Itea# 1038
$19.95
GREETING CARD DESINGER
Now make your very own personalized
custoa GREETING CARDS! Choose froa the
builf in library
of ready
to use
attractive graphics..... An easy to use
screen editor allows you to pick your ows
style, font size, left, right or center
justification. Program works with aos!
full size printers. Great for Christaas.
Gradution, Weddings, Showers, Birthday:
and any other special occasions.
Item# 1092
$19.95
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MULTI-DRAW 2068
Siaply stated, one of the best screen
‘draving and graphics programs available!
by use of the joystick or cursor keys you
can draw on screen, create and
save
graphics to pixel level. You are also abie
to place text on the screen. Use with your
2040 printer or full size printer.
Ite? 1021
$9.95

UTILITY SOFTWARE
TIMEMACHINE
A revolutionary new BASIC COMPILER,
TIMEMACHINE will turn your BASIC into
super-fast machine code, runningup to 200
POINT
FLOATING
Handles
tiae faster'
operations with ease like, SIN, COS, TAN.
Compiles all basic except 1/0 (but the

documentation tells you what to do about

"SAVE, LOAD",etc. Strings and dimensioned
LOTTO48 for
NOTE:
arrays are allowed.
the 2068 was compiled with Timemachine
quickly and easily by Ray Payne (Owner &
The
Coaputers).
Partner of Knighted
documentation that comes with Timemachine
to
is super and should not be hard
understand - even for the novice. It can
in
compile programs up to about 27K
seconds. Both 2068 & Spectrum Versions
are on the same cassette for convienience.
Item # 1046
$19.95

BASIC TOOLKIT
If you write programs in BASIC, you'll
be happy to have a copy of this Toolkit on
hand. It's completely machine language
and can reside in gemory along with your
program. Toolkit operates very fast and
it's easy to use. With Basic Toolkit you
can renuaber your prograa lines, list al!
arrays and their values, find and replace
strings, even delete all lines that start
with REM thereby cutting down on load tise
fully
been
has
progras
after your
keystrokes
couple
a
just
All
developed.
avay. Get your copy today!
$9.95
Item # 1107
ann

on

aaa

IUESS ASSEMBLER (Softsync)
A programmers machine code aid - full
180 aneugonic instruction set. Easy to

learn to use and very helpful

in

machine code using sneugonics.

writing
:

$9.95

Item # 1028
LUESS DISASSEMBLER (Softsync)

The compliment of the above, this can
be in memory at the sase time along with
the Asseabler above. Many user friendly
features, a must for the serious sachine

language programmer.
Itea # 1096

$3.95

1XPERT froa Novelsoft
Artificial INTELLIGENCE .. ZXPERT allows
you to explore the reasoning process of
Hugan experts. With ZXPERT you can create
an EXPERT SYSTEM on any topic you like! A
useful and educational prograe that is
easy and fun to use, and doesn't require
Onyou to learn a programaing language.
sanual
nted
docuae
vell
a
line help and
vith tutorial are included. Two knowledge
bases are also include.

Itea #1014

$ 19.95

ZEAL DISASSEMBLER
A full-featured aachine language utility
for your
2068.
Provides
a unique
combination offeatures including debugging
and documentation of your own code and
study of the 152068 ROM. Fast listings to
screen or printer.
Zilog
snemonics;
labeling of systes variables;
deciaal
addresses. Choice of disassembly modes noreal, instruction sode plus byte (DEFS)
mode and vord acde (DEFW). Much more.
Ites # 1106
$13.95

THE COMPLETE MACHINE CODE TUTOR
Here’s your chance to learn machine coce
Just like having your very
programming!
tutor teaching you
professional
own
gachine language, yet allowing you to
learn at your own pace! You will find the
33 lessons on 2 cassettes easy to use and
A thorough prograa, that’s
understand.
why its called, "THE COMPLETE MACHINE CODE
TUTOR'" Item #1132 $ 16.95

ARCADE TYPE GAME SOFTWARE

ARCADE TYPE GAME SOFTWARE
LASERZONE
Here’s a great high-speed graphics
Challenge you won't find in any arcade
(that we know of), but should be in all
arcades.
You aust control two
laser
cannons--Sigultanously to protect
each
other
from
destruction
(&
without
destroying each other').
The eneay is
fast and furious - with several different
weapons...
the
awesome
exchange
of
firevorks will test your skill, dexterity
and logic.
Joystick
and/or
Keyboard
controlled.
Item # 1076
$9.95
GRIDRUNNER
A superfast arcade game auch like the
arcade game Centipede (except you don’t
need a pocket full of quarters vith you).
Gridsearch squads run in line across each
grid and quickly descend to the next trying to get to the bottos (& your
cannons). Knock them off in order, and
quickly, and maybe you'll survive for the
next squad. Hit the squad in the center &
you'll have a harder tiae destroying thea!
Iten #
$9.95

TRAX
A fast action packed gage in grid
format whereby you try to capture all four
corners of the grid...succeed and you'll
get 10 seconds to destroy the bugs.
Nine
levels of play make this game a real
Challenge for all ages and abilities of
each player. Great family entertainment.
Itea # 1081
$9.95

NOTE: NOT ALL, BUT MOST OF THE ARCADE TYPE
GAMES OFFER BOTH JOYSTICK AND/OR KEYBOARD
CONTROLS (YOU SUPPLY JOYSTICK OF COURSE)

TRASHMAN
Just as if sounds folks... You play
the part (and play you vill) of a trashaan
just trying to make a living.
All the
real life hazards like traffic, dogs, and
misplaced articles. Pick-up the trash can
and eapty it into the truck (before the
driver moves to the next house, put the
eapty cans back where you got thea...OH
yes, and you know all about those "little
extras” housewives are always looking for
someone to do for thea!
Sometimes very
rewarding! SUPER HIGH SPEED GRAPHICS...
Item # 1128
$11.95

TRAVELS WITH TRASHMAN (Sequel to above)
Trashaan decided he wanted to travel
the world- as he could afford it! So, nov
he tries to make enough money in one
country to travel to the next!
Great
depictions of each
country
abound...
you'll enjoy this and have lots of laughs.
Item # 1129
$11.95
CRAZYBUGS
Here’s a "crazy" fun-filled game in
which you aust quickly sove through the
maze, grabbing eggs and unlocking the
locks as you go- without getting bitten by
the bugs. If you win, you'll find the
secret door and pass up to a amore
difficult level. Only the “grand prize"
winner vill have a chance to defeat the
Super bug! Fast action and available on
either cassette or cartridge!
Item # 1318 -cassette version $8.95

LES
ARE
LE
RS

Ites # 1319 -cartridge vers,

A

$10.95

CIRCUIT BOARD SCRAMBLE
Heres your change to have fun
learn about computer components at

and
the

same tise. Run the friendly bug through
the circuit board maze ina race against
the clock and at the same tiae, you'll be
able to examine the computers internal
components. Great fun for all players!
Item # 1320
$8.95

ARCADE TYPE GAME SOFTWARE

ARCADE TYPE GAME SOFTWARE

TIMEGATE
One of the finest all-tise graphics
and adventure arcade type gases (or is it
a Simulator) ever written for the 2069,
[n this gaae you'll first have to go to
training school (a
separately
loaded
prograa) to learn how to control the
futuristic Starship that will be assigned
to you as Commander. You'll learn how to
control all of it’s sophisticated weapons
and defense systeas...and vwhy?...You'll
soon be put into space to fight off enemy
ships through tise and space to save the
Universe for destruction. About the best
graphics you'll ever experience out of the
2068 ... and great "fast action".
[tee $ 1074
$13.95

NIGHT GUNNER
A super arcade style game for the
2068. Action packed shoot-em up gage based
on a WHIT scenario where you fly 36
missions in your Avro Lancaster. You aust
defend your
plane
against
attacking
fighters on flight to and from the target
zones. Qnce over the target area you
become the bombardier directing the pilot
or controlling your plane in low leve!
bomb/rocket attacks or high level boabing.
Ground targets ove and return fire, ;
quick check of the status panel vill tel:

SABOTEUR
Another of our spectacular conversions
places you as a mecenary trained in the
martial arts. You have to infiltrate the
rebels central security building, entering
by sea and escaping by air. The building,
disquised as a warehouse has aany hidden
traps such as weapons, dogs and electronic
survellice. Your aission is to get the
disk with all the rebel names on it.
Stunning graphics and action. Joystick
control.
Itea# 1098
$15.95
re

CRITICAL MASS
An attack on your advanced anti-satter
conversion power plant in an outlying
fection of your Federation has left the
aliens in control. You aust disable the
anti-aatter plant before the aliens allow
it to achieve Critical Mass. You are on
your own in what is now eneay territory.
No easy out on this one...if the plant
self-destructs it vould wipe out
the
entire
planetary
systes..
if
you
surrender, your nightaare begins’
[tem # 1026
$15.95

you the condition of your plane.

and Keyboard control.
Itea# 1090

Joystic:

$16.95

BUGABOO
Bugaboo the fles is trapped. Help

juap around narrow ledges
vegetation to safety. This
family fun gaae.
Itea# 1073

hie
and
exotic
is truly a

$9.95

CYBIRD ASSAULT ("Astroblaster" in the UK)
This was a top seller in the UK, Alien
Creatures with autovings swoop down to
attack you. Dodge the control aeteors as
you fight back with yuour laser cannons.
Fast moving graphics and a few aore little
surprises. A familiar gase you'll enjoy.
Itea #
$9.95

ROBBER
Does crime pay? Ever think you have
the chance to find out? Well, here it is’
Work your way through the castle trying tc
find the vault avoiding the guards who are
on constant patrol,
A fascinating game
that will keep you coming back for aore,
Itea # 1084
$9.95

NOTE: NOT ALL, BUT MOST OF THE ARCADE TYP
GAMES OFFER BOTH JOYSTICK AND/OR KEYBOAR?
CONTROLS (YOU SUPPLY JOYSTICK OF COURSE)

BOOKS.....BOOKS.....
BOOKS
BEGINNER AND INTERMEDIATE GUIDE
This 2068 specific book together vith
your 2068 users guide vill help you by
leading you from the mysteries of using
programs to the exhilaration or vriting
thea! Many illustrations and explanations
in this @anual. A self-help book for all.
Item # 1149
$7.95
INTERMEDIATE AND ADVANCED GUIDE
Picks up where the Beginners Guide
(above) leaves you. Takes you into the
world of circuits, 7280 Microprocessor, the
BASIC interpreter,
and
aachine
code
programming 15 introduced.
[tee # 1200
$7.95
TS BASICS & BEYOND
Designed
for the beginner
and
intermediate BASIC programmer.
You'll
develop a good working knowledge of the
finer points of TS BASIC-- including many
programming aethods and comaands not found

in the TS2068's

USER

MANUAL!

Extensive

docuaentation vith a helpful "Quick-Tips"
section. A book every owner should have.
[tee # i153!
$9.95
BRAIN GAMES ..for all Timex computers
These games just aay be hazardous to
your peace of aind' You won't find the
usual ZAP, ZING, BOOM, of the arcade games
here,
These
are
quite,
peaceful,
challenging gases of concentration and
aental skill. They can be a whole lot of
fun...are you up to the challenge?
Item # 1019
$7.95

HACKERS HANDBOOK
Hundreds of satisfied custosers have
proven it.
Now, even the experts are
starting to take notice! A complete study
of telecoaputing, networking,
coaputer
operating
systems,
and
communication
protocol. A aust have book, whether you
now telecomaunicate or anticipate this in
the future!
Itea # 1003
$12.95

SPECTRUM SOFTWARE [REQUIRES ROMSWITCH)
SERESSEELESESEEELEEEESEEE
SESE LEE EEEIEE
COMBAT LYNX (Helicopter Sia)
ROMSWITCH OR SPECTRUM ROM REQUIRED,
Probably
the
aost § comprehensive
"real-tiae” battle siaulation prograa ever
written for a home computer.
It can be
played on a simple level as a 'shoot-ea-up
game, or a wore stealthy player can sake:
use of the intelligence aap to locate and
destroy selected
targets.
The
ost:
skilled players will be able to protect
their bases with aines, support forward
bases under attack with air cover and
fresh troops, and also intercept
and
dastroy eneay vehicles while in flight
between bases. A gam could last 3 seconds
or five hours depending on the dexterity
and tactical skill of the player. The
192068 joystick ports are operational with
this prograa!
[tem # 1192
$12.95
TURBO ESPRIT
ROMSWITCH OR SPECTRUM ROM REQUIRED.
As a member
of
an
elete
rug
enforcement teas you have uncovered and
elaborate narcotics distribution scheaa
which involves an armoured car as the
supply vehicle to carry the narcotics to
the center of the city. While enroute you
know that 4 vehicles will atteapt to ears
pick-ups. You'll be driving a LOTUS Tui
ESPRIT- capable of 150aph. But, don’t run
over
pedistrians'
Fantastic
aoving
graphics and city with “the vorks* stop
lights, and big & small intersections!
[tam # i019
$12.95
SCUBA DIVE
ROMSWITCH OR SPECTRUM ROM REQUIRED.
Scuba dive to collect pearis
and
treasures which build your score.
As in
nor@al with scuba diving, you aust avoid
dangerous sea creatures
and
reckless
boaters. You will also be able to find
and search caves for these treasures, but
hevare, thjese cavas could be the hoae af
Jaws!

[tae # 1009

$12.95

ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS
Standard Shipping by United Parcel Service: Our preferred method of shipment is UPS. We will
ship these orders for our standard $3.00 shipping and handling charge.
C.0.D.’s by UPS: We ship cash-or-certified check C.0.D.’s via UPS only. There is a $3.00

COD Fee in addition to our regular shipping charge.
All P.O. Boxes, APO, FPO, Hawaii & Alaska: Are shipped by U.S. MAIL. Shipping and handling
for smal! orders is $3.00. include extra shipping and insurance for large orders. We do not ship
C.0.D.'s by U.S. MAIL.
VISA & MASTERCHARGE Orders: In addition to your card number, expiration date, and
signature, we require the cardholders name as it appears on the card, the address your bank

uses for your credit card billing, and a telephone number where we can reach you during
business hours, if necessary.
CANADIAN ORDERS: Payment must be in U.S. Dollars. Canadian Posta! Money Orders and
Checks on Canadian Banks must include a check cashing fee of $3.00 per check or MO. Include
$3.00 shipping & handling for smail orders, plus additional postage and insurance for large orders. |

KNIGHTED COMPUTERS QUICK ORDER FORM
Ship To:
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Add $3.00 for COD's

Knighted Computers
10 Canalview
Mall, Fulton, NY 13069
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